
 

Peace of  
Moisture Mind® 
Moisture damage prevention process 

  

• Education of loading personnel. 

• Set up of a rigid Supply Chain. 

Step 4: Implement 
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Peace of Moisture Mind® - POMM 
A well-executed moisture damage prevention strategy is much more than just “adding a few 
desiccants”. POMM is Absortech’s step-by-step process, based on knowledge gained over 
decades. It covers the customer’s entire Supply Chain from their upstream supplies through 
packaging, loading, and shipping as well as the amount and types of desiccants to be used and 
how to make sure they are made available when needed and that loading, and packaging 
personnel are duly educated. All this to ensure goods arrive in perfect condition and that the 
buyer is satisfied. 

The POMM steps can be used one-by-one, or seamlessly linked in an AbsorTotal™. 
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Step 4: Implement 
Absortech is a globally present desiccant company. When including our network of 
AbsorPartners and distributors there is pretty much no location we are unable to deliver to. 

By IMPLEMENT, we outline how AbsorRange™ products are delivered in the best possible way. 
But, also to ensure loading personnel and other stakeholders are informed about how to install 
the products and what to be considered when designing internal packaging solutions. 

AbsorDel™ 

We can combine deliveries from own Absortech companies and complete coverage by using a 
network of Partners and distributors. 
 

AbsorCademy™ 

Is our educational package where we can educate users and packaging engineers in desiccant 
knowledge. Web-based or at site. 
 

AbsorPartner™ 

Absortech has a developed network of AbsorPartners and distributors. Meaning, we can design 
a global supply chain. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

POMM CONCEPTS USED: 
 

 

 

 

 

IMPLEMENT INPUT 

• Customer point of use. 
  

VALIDATE OUTPUT 

• Optimized supply chain solution (landed cost and sustainability optimized). 
• Education of concerned stakeholders. 
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Implement in practice 
 

 
 

Ramp up 

Making sure all customer’s invoice address, delivery addresses, customer P/N, forecasts, etc., 
are duly registered in Absortech ERP system. Applying initial samples approval if applicable. 

Educate 

Absortech can participate in writing customers ‘Installation guidelines to ensure that all loading 
personnel is duly educated to correctly install the desiccants.  

Each product in AbsorRange™ has self-instructive, animated installation guidelines.   

Order & Delivery 

Orders to Absortech can be provided in different ways. For quality reasons, we prefer having 
written orders, including the order number and P/N. 

Our outbound supply chain includes Group capabilities and is complemented by a strong 
network of partners and distributors. Allowing us to deliver to almost any place in the world. 
 

Global Statistics 

All companies in Absortech operate the same ERP system. Apart from generating traditional 
statistics per invoice and/or delivery address, we can provide global statistics usage. When sales 
to the final customer are made via an Absorpartner or distributor, they are prompted to prove 
customer-specific consumption via a web application. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RAMP UP EDUCATE ORDER & 
DELIVERY

GLOBAL 
STATISTICS

MORE INFORMATION 

• Click here to get in contact with Absortech Group COO. 
• Click here to get in touch with an Absortech salesman. 

 

Education preferable takes 
place through web-
meetings. 
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